English
- Enjoy & discuss stories and poems based on a familiar
setting/theme.
- Discuss sequence of events within a story.
- Use a range of vocab & noun phrases to describe a
character or setting.
- Plan or state out loud what they intend to write.
- Compose sentences using capital letters, full stops
and joining words such as ‘and’.
- Use Letterjoin handwriting using correct starting and
finishing positions.
- Write a story, poem and leaflet:
Slightly Invisible/ I will not eat a tomato by L. Child
- Discuss sequence of events.
- Describe characters using some noun phrases.
- Rewrite story ‘I will not eat a tomato’ changing food.
Poetry - Describe a family member/pet & create a
poem.
Leaflet - Explore how information can be presented in a
leaflet and create a leaflet about keeping healthy.
Lion in the Meadow- M Mahy

-Plan a story based on an animal visiting their home.

Phonics
a-e,e-e,o-e,u-e,e-e,
oo, ue/ew ow/ou y(e) or/ore
aw/au air/are ear
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Science
- To describe the importance for
humans of hygiene, by learning about
good hygiene habits.
- To notice that animals, including
humans, have offspring which grow
into adults, by describing the changes
to animals as they grow.
- To find out about and describe the
basic needs of animals, including
humans, for survival (water, food and
air).
- To describe the importance for
humans of eating the right amounts of
different types of food, by exploring
food groups.
- To describe the importance for
humans of exercise, by finding out
why humans need to exercise.

Maths
Place Value
- To count forwards and backwards,
comparing and ordering numbers
- To read and write numbers in
numerals and words
- To represent 10s and 1s with a
part-whole model
- To use a place value chart
- To count in 2s, 3s, 5s, and 10s
Addition and subtraction
- To explore fact families to 20
- To check calculations
- To find bonds to 100 in tens
- To add and subtract 1 and 2 digit
numbers including crossing ten
- To add three 1 digit numbers

Stories by Lauren Child

Art
Geography
Developing map skills
- To explore and use different types of
map & identify some map symbols.
- To draw simple maps of the school &
local area.
- To plan local routes using key
vocab, e.g. turn right at the gate.
- To use 4 points of a compass.
- To compare aerial and ground level
photos.

Music - Body Percussion &
Boomwhackers
- To experiment with using our bodies
to make sounds (body percussion)
- To understand pitch using
Boomwhackers.
- To copy sound & rhythmic patterns &
to compose our own, using either
body percussion or Boomwhackers.
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Computing - Online Safety
- To use Search tool & refine searches
- To share work on display boards
- To understand sharing on the internet is
different to Purple Mash
- To understand how to talk to people via
email & use within Purple Mash
- To understand why it’s important not to
share personal data and what a digital
footprint is.

PATHS
- To adapt to new school routines
- To agree class rules
- To learn how all feelings are OK but some
behaviours are not.
-Giving and receiving compliments.
-Discuss feelings of happy, sad, private, fine,
excited and tired. Learn that we can experience
more than one feeling at a time.

Human and Animal Portraits and other
artwork based on well known artists
- To develop a wide range of art and design
techniques using drawing, colour, pattern and
collage
- To know about the work of a range of artists
(Picasso, Klee, Warhol, Miro)
- To create artwork based on the style of well
known artists

RE: Our key questionIs it possible to be kind to everyone all of
the time?
- To understand what it means to be kind (link
to PATHS)
- Discuss and retell Bible stories that show
kindness
- To explore how Christians behave towards
other people

PE
-To master basic movements including
running, jumping, throwing and catching.
-To develop balance, agility and coordination.
-To apply skills learnt in a range of activities.

